DISABILITY DATA COLLECTION TOOLS

SKILLS WORKSHOP
Objective:

1. **Short Term**: Identify and register persons with disability to improve establishment of proper and standard database systems.

2. **Long Term**: Appropriately inform all plans and budgets of different levels of government and CBR programs that will determine opportunities for their meaningful participation in all aspects of developments.
Objectives:

1. To identify and register persons with various body function difficulties and their needs using a standard survey form with emphasis on reliable and quality data.

2. To be used as an awareness and information tool to the general population at different levels of government so that they are disability sensitized.

3. Adhering to CRPD article 31, to strategically guide all advocacy plans.
Implementing Agents

- CIVIL REGISTRY
- DPPM
- DDA & DMT
- DPO
- DFCDR

PCCD to Ensure Set Data Flow (plan, program & budget)
DISABILITY DATA COLLECTION EXERCISE;

Types of Survey Methodologies;

a. Household Survey  
b. Cluster-Based Survey  
c. Individual-Based Survey

A. Household Survey  
- gives estimated figures  
- less expensive  
- for information purposes  
- less expensive

B. Cluster-Based Survey  
- gives estimated figures  
- identify one class only  
- for information purposes  
- very expensive exercise

C. Individual-Based Survey  
- gives accurate data  
- needs proper planning  
- for plans, programs & Budgets  
- for 18 years older
Content and Structures of the questionnaires

**HOUSEHOLD**

The household questionnaire is conducted with the head of the household.

- assign an identification number and record information about the interview (household identification).

- Information on consent (Ethical considerations).

- Designed to assess household demographics and socio-economic status.

- Used to estimate a wealth index (type of water source, having electricity or not, sanitation facility, roof, wall and floor materials, household assets including durable goods (e.g. television, radio, bicycle and motorcycle), and ownership of the house, land and cattle.
CLUSTER-BASED

The questionnaire is conducted only for a selected group of people.

- assign an identification number and record information about the interview (household identification).

- Information on consent (Ethical considerations).

- Designed to assess Cluster group demographics and accessibility status. (Use this for aged 0-17 years old and only for care givers who can speak for disables).

- used for services index (which group access which government services like education, health, road and other infrastructure developments)
INDIVIDUAL-BASED

The individual questionnaire is for people aged 18 years or older.

- assign an identification number and record important information about the interview.

--Information on consent (Ethical considerations).

- Designed to assess Cluster group demographics and accessibility status. (Use this only for care givers who can speak for disables under the age of 18).

- used for services index (which group access which government services like education, health, road and other infrastructure developments).
STRANDARD DATA BASE (Unggai Bena)

- 1. CREATE A STANDARD UBDPO SURVEY FORM
- 2. DESIGN A STANDARD DISABILITY DATA BASE

To fully inform all levels of government to strategically guide all plans, programs and budgets.
DATA ANALYSIS

QUALITY CHECK;
- confirm total forms
- survey officers
- survey form serial numbers

SCREENING OF RAW DATA;
- through medical reports
- screening reports &
- survey officers

DATA FILTERATION;
- by Gender
- Age
- Types of Disability
- LLGs & Wards

CONFIRMATION &
AUTHORISATION

DATA ENTRY
RECOMMENDATION 1

1. CREATE DISTRICT BASED FUNDED POSITIONS UNDER DFCDR & HEALTH DEPARTMENT (Strengthen Administration Capacity):
   a. DISABILITY VOICE (DFCDR)
   b. DISABILITY PROGRAM MANAGER (DFCDR)
   c. PHYSIOTHERAPIST (HEALTH DEPARTMENT)
   d. COMMUNITY BASED REHABILITATION (CBR) OFFICE (HEALTH DEPARTMENT)

* To effectively implement disability programs at all districts.
RECOMMENDATION 2

2. CREATE UNIFORM DATABASE FOR DISABLES NATION-WIDE
   a. CENTRALISE DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (DBMS) AT DFCDR LINK TO CIVIL REGISTRY.
   b. DFCDR TO CONDUCT NATION-WIDE DISABILITY DATA SURVEY.
   c. DFCDR TO CREATE A UNIFORM STANDARD DATA SURVEY FORM.
   d. DFCDR TO USE UNGGAI BENA MODEL IN CONDUCTING SURVEY NATION-WIDE.
THANK YOU

THE END